Inc. Magazine Unveils 36th Annual List of
America’s Fastest-Growing Private Companies—the Inc. 5000
For the 11th Consecutive Time, Advocate Appears on the Inc. 5000 list,
Ranking No. 3167 with Three-Year Sales Growth of 103%
Norcross, GA, August 23, 2017 – Inc. magazine today ranked Advocate, the Cloud &
Connectivity Insiders, NO. 3167 on its 36th annual Inc. 5000, the most prestigious ranking of the
nation's fastest-growing private companies. This is the 11th consecutive ranking for Advocate,
an IT consulting firm that helps companies optimize their technology infrastructure by utilizing its
marketplace intelligence, decision analytics and acceleration capabilities to quickly provide bestin-class cloud and IT infrastructure solutions that deliver immediate ROI.
The list represents a unique look at the most successful companies within the American
economy’s most dynamic segment— its independent small and midsized businesses.
Companies such as Microsoft, Dell, Domino’s Pizza, Pandora, Timberland, LinkedIn, Yelp,
Zillow, and many other well-known names gained their first national exposure as honorees of
the Inc. 5000. Complete results of the Inc. 5000, including company profiles and an interactive
database that can be sorted by industry, region, and other criteria, can be found at
www.inc.com/inc5000.
Tim Wise, Co-President and Founder of Advocate, commented "We are delighted to be
recognized by Inc. for 11 consecutive years of record growth and increasing our growth
rate. We are seeing more demand from our clients as digital transformation requires expertise to
help accelerate and transform.”
Scott Fogle, Co-President and Founder, added, “Our clients continue to rely on our team of
experts for innovative ways to save money, improve performance and deliver crucial insight to
help them make the best possible IT decisions to support their digital transformation.”
About Advocate
Advocate is a consultancy of IT advisors and data scientists dedicated to helping companies
optimize their technology. Utilizing marketplace intelligence, decision analytics and acceleration
capabilities, Advocate partners with its clients in innovative ways to save money, improve
performance and deliver crucial insight to help them make the best possible decisions related to

their cloud and network technology. That’s why we work, Smarter. Together. Connect with the
Insiders on LinkedIn or visit AdvocateInsiders.com.
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